
 

~ 100% Eastern White Pine ~ 

Primed FJ Trim & Patterns 

Benefits 

 HIGHEST QUALITY EASTERN WHITE PINE FJ Boards Available 
 Fiber from NeLMA Mills, 100% US Origin 
 AVAILABLE IN 4/4, 5/4 and PATTERNS 
 12' and 16' FT LENGTHS 
 MULTI-COAT PROPRIETARY COATING BY RANDOLPH 
 MANUFACTURERS 10 YEAR SUBSTRATE WARRANTY by ARTB 
 INTERIOR & EXTERIOR APPLICATIONS 

Our unique coating system utilize an Alkyd Oil base coat, high-solids, high-hiding primer, then a 
100% acrylic, low VOC topcoat designed to protect, seal and block out water soluble bleeding, 
staining and yellowing that may be found in the specie of Eastern White Pine. 

Our EWP PFJ comes in lengths of 12’ and 16’ available in 4/4 and 5/4 thicknesses, as well as a 
variety of patterns.  

 



FINGER JOINT EWP BOARDS & PATTERNS 

 

MULTI-COAT EASTERN WHITE PINE 

 

Warren Trask includes a paint system designed specifically for the complexity of properly 
priming Eastern White Pine lumber 

Our unique coating system utilize an Alkyd Oil base coat, high-solids, high-hiding primer, then a 
100% acrylic, low VOC topcoat designed to protect, seal and block out water soluble bleeding, 
staining and yellowing that may be found in other Eastern White Pine trim and patterns. 

This important feature is what separates us from other EWP pre-primed trim boards. 

 

Gets the job done! 

Warren Trask EWP PFJ is the most advanced interior or exterior, non-treated wood trim board 
available… 
 
ARTB utilizes the best sustainable renewable wood fiber available today, American Eastern White 
pine from NeLMA miils, with natural decay resistance that has been proven viable on building 
construction for centuries.  There are many examples of siding, trim, windows, doors and cabinetry 
still exist today on homes over 200 years old in the northeast! 

 Expertly manufactured using the finest modern equipment and the vision to achieve the 
highest quality standards possible. 

 

Time Tested… 
Just like the Warren Trask Company, Pre-primed Eastern White Pine FJ 

WARRANTY INFORMATION 

 MULTI-COAT RANDOLPH PROPRIETARY COATING 
 MANUFACTURERS 10 YEAR WARRANTY 
 INTERIOR & EXTERIOR APPLICATIONS                

http://www.pinegard.com/services.html

